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TOPICS TO BE COVERED…

5.1Introduction to transaction concepts 

5.2 Concurrency 

5.3 Methods for Concurrency control 

i. Locking Methods 

ii. Timestamp methods 

iii. Optimistic methods 
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 If some user delete all rows of table by mistake

and it is too late to realizes own mistake , so

what can be done now?

 Transaction processing comes in picture here. It

provides the way to save work permanently or

undo mistakes.

 Consider other situation withdrawal of Rs. 1000

and 2000 from account having balance 5000 may

leave balance 4000 or 3000 while correct value of

Rs. 2000.

 Concurrency control comes in picture here to

prevent such kind of anamoly. 3

5.1 INTRODUCTION TO TRANSACTION

CONCEPTS



CONCEPT

 Definition: “A transaction is a set of database

operations that are performs particular task.”

 A Transaction can be considered as an action or

series of actions. This action are carried out by a

single user or application program to perform

operations.
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EXAMPLE OF TRANSACTION

 Consider a particular task say a fund transfer from

one account to another account.

 This task involves updating balance in two-source

and destination-accounts for fund amount.

 There are two operation one to debit account and

second to credit account.
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OPERATION OF TRANSACTION

 Retrieve (Read): to retrieve data stored in a
database.

 Insert (Write): to store new data in a database.

 Delete (Write): to delete existing data from a
database.

 Update (Write): to modify existing data in a
database.

 Commit : to save the work done permanently.

 Rollback: to undo the work done.
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TRANSACTION EXECUTION AND PROBLEMS
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CONTINUE…

The various State are

1) Active

Once a transaction begins its execution ,it will

immediately be in this state. various read and

write operation are performed on database in

this state.

2) Partially Committed

When Transaction ends, i.e all read and write

operations are performed ,it moves to partially

committed state.
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CONTINUE…
3) Committed

A Transaction enters in committed state if it has
partially committed and it can be ensured that it
will never be aborted. Once a Transaction is
committed, its effect must be made permanent
even if there is a failure. This is the
responsibility of the DBMS software to ensure
this.

4) Aborted (Failed)

A transaction enter in this state or a transaction
may be aborted if it itself detects some
unrecoverable error during its execution, such as
withdrawing amount from an account having no
sufficient balance.
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CONTINUE…

if the Transaction is aborted, the DBMS either

kills the transaction or restarts the execution of

transaction.

5) Terminated

A transaction enters this state either from

committed state or from aborted state.

Depending upon this, a database will be in new

consistent state or in previous consistent state.
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 American National Standards Institute(ANSI)

has defined standards that govern SQL database

transactions.

 SQL provides two statements: Commit, Rollback

 A COMMIT is executed:

 All changes made during database transaction are

stored permanently in a database.

 Database enters in new consistent state.

 Transaction terminates automatically
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CONTINUE…

 A ROLLBAC is executed:

 All changes made during database transaction are 

aborted(undone.) permanently in a database.

 Database enters in previous consistent state.

 Transaction terminates automatically

 Program terminates successfully

 Same as COMMIT operation.

 Program terminates abnormally

 Same as ROLLBACK operation.
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TRANSACTION PROPERTIES

To make sure that a transaction remains in a

consistent state ,it must have following four

properties.

 ATOMICITY

 CONSISTENCY

 ISOLATION

 DURABILITY
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TRANSACTION PROPERTIES

1) ATOMICITY

 This property require that all operation

associated with the transaction are executed as

a whole or as none.

 This means, a transaction must be completely

successful, or completely fail without doing

anything.

 In other words, a transaction must be completed

either 100% or 0%, but not in between.
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TRANSACTION PROPERTIES

2) CONSISTENCY

 This property requires that a database instance

should be in consistent state.

 A Transaction must transform the database

from one consistence state to another

consistence state.

 If a transaction commits, new changes must be

reflected in a database.

 Else, if a transaction fails, database must be

returned to the prior consistence state.
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TRANSACTION PROPERTIES

3) ISOLATION

 This property requires that all transaction,

running concurrently, are isolated from one

another.

 This means, all transactions must execute

independently as if they are the only transaction

currently executing.

 Updates on data made by one transaction can

not be seen by other transactions, until that

transaction commits.
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TRANSACTION PROPERTIES

4) DURABILITY

 This property require that changes made by a

committed transaction are permanent.

 This means, once a transaction is committed,

changes made by that transaction can not lost

even if the system fails.

 The transaction recovery subsystem of the

DBMS is responsible to ensure this property of a

transaction.
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TRANSACTION LOG (OR JOURNAL)

 “A transaction log is record of all

transaction and changes made to the

database.”

 It is also referred as transaction journal.

Main purpose: DBMS maintains log to

keep track of all operations that changes

database, which is used to recover

database in case of failure.
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Contents of the Log:

 The transaction starting point marker.

 The transaction identifier which can include who
and where information.

 The record identifier which identify records
affected due to transaction.

 The operation performed on the records, such as
insert, update, delete.

 The previous values of the modified data.

 The Updated values of the modified data.

 A commit, abort or rollback marker for the
transaction.
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Processing Overhead:

 DBMS automatically update transaction log, this

results in processing overhead of DBMS

Write-ahead log strategy:

 The log is written before any changes are made to

database. This is called write-ahead log

strategy

As a critical database:

 A transaction log itself is a database and

managed by DBMS like any other database.

 Transaction log is kept on disk, it contains some

critical DBMS, so it should be regularly backed-

up on different devices or tapes
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5.2 CONCURRENCY CONTROL

CONCEPT

 The technique used to protect data when users

are accessing it concurrently is called

Concurrency Control.

 The primary goal of concurrency control is to

ensure atomicity of transaction in a multi-user

database environment.
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PROBLEM OF CONCURRENCY CONTROL

 The main three problems of concurrency control

are as given below:

1) The Lost Update Problem

2) The Dirty Read (or Uncommitted Dependency)

Problem

3) The Inconsistent Retrievals problem
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THE LOST UPDATE PROBLEM

 This problem indicates that, if two transaction,T1

and T2, both read same data and then update it,

then the effect of the first update will be

overwritten by the second update.
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THE LOST UPDATE PROBLEM

Transaction-A Time Transaction-B

-------

Read X

------

Update X

-------

-------

t0

t1

t2

t3

t4

t5

--------

--------

Read X

---------

---------

---------
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THE DIRTY READ (UNCOMMITTED

DEPENDENCY) PROBLEM

 The dirty read problem arises when one

transaction updates item and then fails due to

some reason. mean while, this updated item is

retrieved (read) by another transaction before it

is changed back to the original value.

 This problem is also referred as Uncommitted

Dependency problem.
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THE DIRTY READ (UNCOMMITTED

DEPENDENCY) PROBLEM

Transaction-A Time Transaction-B

-------

------

Read X

-------

-------

t0

t1

t2

t3

t4

-------

Update X

-------

Read X

--------
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THE INCONSISTENT RETRIEVALS

PROBLEM

 The inconsistent retrievals problem arises when

one transaction retrieves data to use in some

operation. but ,before it can be use this data,

another transaction updates that data and

commits.
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THE INCONSISTENT RETRIEVALS

PROBLEM

28

Account-1                 Account-2                       Account-3

Balance=200            Balance=250                     Balance=150

Transaction-A Time Transaction-B

-------

Read balance of Acc-1

Sum200

Read balance of Acc-1

Sum+Sum250=450

-------

-------

-------

-------

--------

Read balance of Acc-3

Sum Sum+100=500

t0

t1

t2

t3

t4

t5

t6

t7

t8

--------

--------

---------

Read balance of Acc-3

Update balance of Acc-3
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DEGREE OF CONSISTENCY

 Level 0 :

 Transaction may have interactions with other

transactions which cannot be undone.

 Level 0 Transactions are unrecoverable.

 Level 1 :

 This is the minimum consistency requirement.

 Transaction can be recovered in the event of system

failure.

 Level 2 :

 Transactions consistency isolates from the updates of

other transactions.

 Level 3 :

 Transactions consistency adds consistent reads. 29



PERMUTABLE ACTIONS

 An action is a UNIT of database processing.

 The actions are typically read or write.

 Granule represent minimum amount of data

which can be operated in one go.

 EX. If granule is page the actions are read-page

and write-page.

 A pair of actoins is permutable if every execution of

Ai followed by Aj has same result as execution of Aj

followed by Ai on same granule.

 Possibilities:

 READ-READ: permutable

 READ-WRITE: not permutable

 WRITE-WRITE: not permutable
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SCHEDULE

 Definition: A schedule is a sequence of actions/operations

which is constructed by merging the actions of a set of

transactions, considering the sequence of actions within each

transaction.

 Ex: Simple schedule
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Transaction-A Time Transaction-B

Read X

Write X

-------

-------

Read Z

Write Z

t0

t1

t2

t3

t4

t5

--------

--------

Read Y

Write Y

---------

---------



CONTINUE…

 If two transaction T1 and T2 access unrelated

data, there is no conflict in result.

 But if T1 and T2 access same or related data,

conflict is possible among operations of

transactions. Order of operation affect the final

results.

 These effects can be seen in examples, like lost

update, dirty read and inconsistent retrievals

problems.

 So transactions must be scheduled properly.
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 Definition: A scheduler is an in-built module of

DBMS software, which determines the correct order

of execution of operations of multiple transactions.

 Types of schedules:

 Complete schedule

 If a schedule contains either COMMIT or 

ROLLBACK actions for each transactions, it is 

called complete schedule.

 Non-complete schedule

 If a schedule does not contains either COMMIT 

or ROLLBACK actions for each transactions, it 

is called non-complete schedule.
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 Serial schedule
 If actions of concurrent transactions are not interleaved,

the schedule is called a serial schedule.

 All transactions are executed one by one.

 Advantages: Correctness of result.

 Disadvantages: Low CPU utilization.

 Non-serial schedule
 If actions of concurrent transactions are interleaved, the

schedule is called a non-serial schedule.

 All transactions are executed in interleaved manner.

 Advantages: : Better CPU utilization.

 Disadvantages: If enough care is not taken in

determining a schedule then generate undesirable result.
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SERIALIZABLE SCHEDULE

 Definition: A schedule S’ is serializable

schedule if there exists some serial schedule S

such that S’ is equivalent to S”.

 Objective of serializability: Find non-serial

schedules which allow transactions to execute

concurrently, without interfering each other, and

without generating undesired results.

 Rules of serializability: A transaction mainly

involves two operations: one is read and other is

write.
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5.3 METHODS FOR CONCURRENCY CONTROL

I - LOCKING METHODS

 “A lock is variable associated with the data item, 
which controls the access of that data item.”

 Locking is most widely used form of concurrency 
control.

 Each record one lock table contains following 
three fields.

1) Transaction Identifier

2) Granule Identifier 

3) Lock Type
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LOCK GRANULARITY

 The size of data item chosen at the unit of 

protection by concurrency control technique, is 

called granularity. 

 Granularity can be field, or record or even 

entire database.

 A lock granularity indicates level of lock to use.

 Database level: Locks entire database

 Table level: Locks entire table

 Page level: Locks the entire disk-page

 Row level: Locks particular row or tuple.

 Attributes(Field) level: Locks the particular attribute 

or field.
37



LOCK TYPES

 There are three types of locking techniques:

1) Binary Locking

2) Shared/Exclusive Locking

3) Two-Phase Locking
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1) BINARY LOCKING

 This technique uses binary locks.

 Two states: LOCKED (1) or UNLOCKED (0)

 If a database object is locked then no other 

transaction can use it.

 Technique uses two operations as given below:

 Lock_item(X)

 Unlock_item(X)

o Advantages: Easy to implement

o Disadvantages: Cannot provide optimal 

concurrency.
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2) SHARED/EXCLUSIVE LOCKING

 This technique uses two different types of locks:

1. Shared: 

 Referred as READ locks, and denoted by ‘S’

 Multiple  shared locks can be placed on data 

item.

2. Exclusive:

 Referred as WRITE locks, and denoted by ‘X’

 As write operation modifies data item, multiple 

write operations can affect data integrity and 

results in inconsistence database.

 Multiple transaction can not modify same data 

simultaneously.

Advantages: Provide optimal concurrency.

Disadvantages: More complex to implement 
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3) TWO-PHASE LOCKING

It is a method or protocol, to control concurrent 

access, which works in 2 parts.

 There are two parts for two-phase locking.

1) Growing phase:

 A transaction may obtain locks, but cannot 

release any lock.

 When a transaction obtains its final lock, is 

called Lock Point for that transaction.

2) Shrinking phase 

 A transaction may release locks, but cannot 

obtain any new lock. 41
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Time Transaction Remarks

t0

t1

t2

t3

t4

t5

t6

t7

t8

t9

Lock-X (A)

Read A 

A=A-100 

Write A     

Lock-X (B)

Read B 

B=B+100 

Write B

Unlock (A)

Unlock (B)

Acquire Exclusive lock on A

Read original value of A

Subtract 100 from A

Write new value of A

Acquire Exclusive lock on B

Read original value of B

Add 100 from B

Write new value of B

Release lock on A

Release lock on B

EXAMPLE OF TWO-PHASE LOCKING



 Strict two phase locking:

 It requires that, in addition to locking being 2-phase , 

all Exclusive locks obtained by transaction must be 

held until that transaction commits.

 Rigorous two phase locking:

 It requires that, all locks must be held until 

transaction commits.

 Here, transactions can be serialized in order in which 

they commit...

 Two-phase locking with lock conversion:

 This allows upgrading a shared lock to exclusive 

lock(Growing phase), and downgrading an exclusive 

lock to shared lock(Shrinking phase).
43
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DEADLOCKS

 Definition: “A set of transaction is deadlocked if 

each transaction in the set is waiting for a lock 

held by some other transaction in the set.”

 Wait-for-graph: It is a graph which contains 

nodes and arcs. This graph is used to detects and 

resolve the deadlock.
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Transaction-A Time Transaction-B

-------

Lock(X) 

-------

Lock(Y)

Wait

Wait

Wait

Wait

t0

t1

t2

t3

t4

t5

t6

t7

-------

-------

Lock(Y)

-------

Lock(X) 

Wait

Wait

Wait

Transaction-A: Access data item X and Y

Transaction-B: Access data item Y and X

None of them execute further



 Deadlock detection: 

 It allows deadlock to occur, but then it detects it and 

solves it.

 Here, database is periodically checked for deadlocks.

 If deadlock is detected one of the transactions in cycle 

is aborted, other transaction continues.

 Deadlock prevention: 

 It prevents a deadlock to occur.

 It requires that all transactions lock all data items 

they need in advance.

 It transaction acquires all required locks, a 

transaction can run to completion to commit.

 Bit if any of locks cannot be acquired, a transaction 

will be aborted, locks are released, transaction 

rescheduled.

 It is used in Two-phase locking.tra 46



II - TIME-STAMP METHODS FOR CONCURRENCY

CONTROL

 Concept:

 “A time-stamp is a unique identifier used to identify 

the relative starting time of a transaction.”

 A time-stamp for transaction T is denoted by TS (T).

 If a transaction Ti has been assigned timestamp 

TS(Ti), and a new transaction Tj enter the system 

then TS(Ti) < TS (Tj).

 Implementation:

 Use value of system lock as a time-stamp.

 Use logical counter that is incremented after new 

time-stamp.
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 Properties of Time-stamp:

 Uniqueness

 Monotonicity

 Time-stamp values:

 W-timestamp(Q)

 R-timestamp(Q)

 Time-stamp Ordering Protocols:

 Read (Q)

It TS(T) < W-timestamp(Q)

It TS(T) >= W-timestamp(Q)

 Write(Q)

It TS(T) < R-timestamp(Q) or 

TS(T) < W-timestamp(Q)

Otherwise execute the write operation. 48



III - OPTIMISTIC METHODS FOR CONCURRENCY

CONTROL

 Concept:

 “This method assumes that conflicts are very rare.

 It allows transactions to run to completion. And 

checks for conflicts before they commit.

 It is known as validation or certification method.

 It does not require locking or time-stamp method.

 Execution Phase:

 A transaction is executed without restrictions until it 

is committed. 3 phases are:

1. Read phase

2. Validation phase

3. Write phase
49
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1. Read phase
•The transaction reads input values from the database, performs

computations, and records the updates in a private temporary

file.

2. Validation or Certification phase:
•If the validation test is positive, the transaction goes to the

write phase.

•If the validation test is negative, the changes from private file

are discarded, and transaction is restarted.

3. Write phase:
In this phase, changes, recorded in a private file, are 

permanently applied to the database. Also, these changes are 

made public, so that, the other transactions can access these 

changes. 

This phase is only for Read-Write transactions, and not for Read-

only transactions.



 Advantage: This method is very efficient when 

conflicts are rare.

 Disadvantage: A conflict requires entire 

transaction to rollback. So it becomes expansive.

 Application: Suitable for,

 where there are few conflicts and no long

transactions.

 database systems that require very few 

update operations.
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GTU IMPORTANT QUESTIONS

 What is Transaction? Explain in detail.

 What is transaction log? How it is useful in transaction 

processing? 

 Explain Atomicity. Why it is important? Explain with 

example.

 Explain ACID property of transaction.

 What is concurrency control? How oracle controls 

concurrent access to data? 

 Explain Inconsistent retrieval problem of concurrency 

with example

 Explain Lost update and Dirty read problem. 52


